Since 1989, VSC
Design Ltd, has
been planning,
designing,
installing and
servicing the
requirements
of a rapidly
changing
broadcasting and
media industry,
delivering the
highest standard
of engineering
excellence and
customer service
across a variety
of technology
platforms.

TV Zimbo, Angola
Broadcast Centre

In 2012 TV Zimbo approached VSC Design
to begin a major uplift of the channel
which included converting operations
over to a completely file-based workflow,
upgrading to HD with the addition of a
second channel.

New Production Studio and
Second Channel
VSC Design have been involved with TV Zimbo
since its inception when the channel was
first launched on 14 December 2008. The
long-standing relationship has facilitated a
constant partnership which provides more
than just a simple, system integration service
on an ad-hoc basis. VSC Design has been
instrumental in designing and installing TV
Zimbo with cutting edge facilities, in line with
innovations in technology.
The new facilities comprised two new five
camera HD studios, a state of the art newsroom,
post production suites and continuity suites.
VSC Design work in partnership with TV
Zimbo’s production team and its technical
staff to define their requirements, advising
on technology which would best fit their new

facility.
Not only have VSC Design provided system
integration, but we have delivered and
planned the project for the channel’s
production facilities from inception through
to its recent refurbishment. The continuing
partnership has assisted in a relationship
which is based upon trust to provide all their
on-going operations and continuing technical
support.

Technology Embraced
The solution VSC selected for the channels
automation and continuity system was
VSN’s VSNCREATV module and VSNMULTICOM
automation. VSNMULTICOM is responsible
for automating ingest and transmission and
controlling the base band devices, server,
CGs and unified control of routing switchers
and presentation mixers. VSC also chose the
Miranda NVISION 9000 routing switcher and
Imagestore presentation mixers. The technical

furniture was provided by Custom Consoles
and was bespoke to client requirements.

Pre-Built and Tested in VSC’s
West London Facility
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the last detail which is why the entire system
was pre-built and tested at VSC Design’s West
London premises prior to delivery to Angola”,
commented VSC’s Projects Director John
Hartz.

Timescales were extremely tight with delivery
being achieved just five short weeks following Continuous Support
customs clearance. VSC Design followed its Post the delivery and the successful launch
philosophy of ‘evaluate, design, and deliver’ of the new broadcast centre VSC provide
throughout to ensure the project was delivered continuing technical support for TV Zimbo.
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